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EDITORIAL

Whole No. 150

Annual General Meeting
Considerations of space preclude the publication of a full report of the Annual

General Meeting of the Society, which was held in Perth on Saturday, 5th October.
It is intended, therefore, to summarise the principal decisions reached for the informa-
tion of members. Some of these decisions reflect the increasing burden of work under-
taken by our officers, in some instances over a period of many years, during which the
growth of the Society has inevitably entailed ever-growing burdens and calls upon
their time.

In this respect we would refer especially to the Secretaryship, an office held by
Dr. Hollingsworth for 17 years. It came as no surprise to hear that he has now
reluctantly accepted a further period of office of three years during which he will be
assisted by David Sessions who will take over the role of Membership Secretary and
thus relieve Dr. Hollingsworth of one of the many and most important duties which
has fallen to his lot.

We have, on more than one occasion, referred in these columns to the spirit which
animates those who are responsible for the direction and administration of the
Society's affairs and if further evidence of this is necessary it must surely be illustrated
by the way in which David has willingly accepted further responsibilities in addition
to his present publicity work on behalf of the Society.

Further changes are also envisaged; but we would wish at this juncture to await
upon events. Suffice it to say that provision has been made in order to assure the
continued health and well-being of the Society.

Elsewhere in this issue is published a notice regarding future subscriptions. There is
little to add to the Treasurer's report. We are confident that members will appreciate
the need to safeguard the financial viability of the Society in times of rapid inflation.
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That the Society has flourished for so long on a comparatively low subscription
income is itself a tribute to the Treasurer and his Assistant, and we are confident that
members will appreciate the need to match expenditure with income if we are to con-
tinue to provide the services which they rightly expect.
Bequest to the Society

The President announced the bequest by the late J. J. Bonar, F.C.P.S., of the sum of
£500 to the Society's funds, together with his extensive philatelic library.

Membership
The Secretary announced an increase in membership of 26. During the year 77 new

members were enrolled or reinstated and losses through resignation and other causes
amounted to 51. It is interesting to note that of the new members 44 reside in G.B.,
21 in Canada, 6 in the U.S.A. and one each in Germany, Japan, Switzerland and
Tasmania.

Handbooks
Stanley Cohen announced that the sale of handbooks amounted to £335 and com-

mented upon the fact that the sale of Mr. Downing's Cumulative Index to Maple
Leaves had now reached the point where serious consideration would have to be given
to reprinting if the demand continues.

The Library
Continued use of the library, announced by the Librarian, to the extent of the loan

of 128 books to some 82 members, points to the value which our members place upon
this service. Mr. Greenhill also expressed the hope that more members would take
advantage of the extensive range of hooks at his disposal, and in this connection asked
that members enclose a stamped and addressed envelope when writing to him for
advice or information.

Appointments
President: Mr. S. F. Cohen. Assistant Treasurer: Mr. J. H. Bryce.
Vice-President: Mr. F. Killingley. Auditor: Mr. J. P. Macaskie.
Treasurer: Mr. J. A. Grant.
Librarian: Mr. R. S. B. Greenhill.
Exchange Packet Secretary: Mr. R. Grigson.
Editor: Mr. L. F. Gillam.
Advertising Manager: Mr. G. L. Birch.
Publicity Officer and Membership Secretary: Mr. D. Sessions.
Handbooks Manager: Mr. S. F. Cohen.
COMMI I Ivr:

Scotland: Mr. A. F. L. McGregor.
North England: Messrs. G. Whitworth and F. Laycock.
South England: Mr. W. Williams and Dr. M. W. Carstairs.

AD\ ERTISING RATES

Full page £12.00

Half page .. £6.00

Quarter page .. .. .. .. .. £3.00

tin. Spread.. .. .. .. .. .. £3.50

Kindly note that all enquiries regarding advertising should be directed to the
Advertising Manager: Mr. G. L. Birch, 22 Laverock Park, Linlithgow, West
Lothian EH49 6AT, Scotland.
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The President 's Message
Perth was an extremely well organised and successful Convention, enjoyed, I feel

sure, by all who attended. In the honour bestowed on me as President this year, I
hope that I shall be able to emulate the example of Mr. Grant and his predecessors
in this very high office.

It is a pity that more members do not take the annual opportunity of meeting at
Convention time, when so much of interest to all B.N.A. collectors is to be seen and
discussed, as well as the social side which is equally enjoyable.

In these days of ever increasing inflation, it has been difficult to arrange the next
Convention at a cost which bears comparison with earlier years. However, I believe I
have been fortunate in securing extremely favourable terms with a new American-
style luxury hotel in Birmingham, the Holiday Inn, from Wednesday, October 1st to
4th, 1975.

It was generally felt at Perth, that two large meals a day were rather more than most
people were able to enjoy, and as a further very considerable saving in cost, I have
arranged an all-in price including accommodation, breakfast and dinner. There is a
fine coffee shop for snack lunches, whilst many visitors may well like to eat out in the
city.

The criticism of a large city centre like Birmingham for Convention is a valid one,
but it is also an easily accessible distance from the most beautiful Cotswold and
Stratford-on-Avon countryside where coach trips will be arranged. The new city
centre also has some of Europe's most exciting architectural buildings whilst the
newly completed shopping centre is probably the finest in Europe.

The hotel itself has an indoor heated swimming pool of vast proportions, with
surrounding lounge which I understand will be exclusively for our use during the Con-
vention. Some outstanding and exciting displays have already been arranged, so I am
hopeful that a record number of bookings will be received.

Meanwhile, at this time of the year, it may well be more appropriate for me to wish
you all a very happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year.

S. F. COHEN.

CONVENTION 1974

Competition Results

Class 1-Research and Study
1. D. F. Sessions - Montreal machine cancels 1896-1902.
2. G. Whitworth - 1859 Issue.

Class 2-Group Displays
1. Yorkshire Group Halifax N.S. markings pre-1900.
2. London Group Registered mail to 1900.

Class 3a-Pre-1897
1. C. G. Banfield - Parliamentary mail.
2. F. Laycock- 2 cents Small Queens.

Class 3b- Post 1897.
1. R. H. Holdeman -Police postal agencies.
2. M. W. Carstairs -Uses of Map Stamp.

Trophies:
Godden Trophy C. G. Banfield Parliamentary mail
Bunny Cup R. F. Holdeman Police postal agencies
Admiral Cup F. Laycock Ic Green Admiral
Lees-Jones Trophy D. F. Sessions 6c value 1967 issue
Members Trophy A. R. Sharman Covers to 1875
Aikins Trophy F. Stulberg 21c rates
Founders Trophy P. R. Grey R.P.O's
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Mail Routes Out of Cobourg

by Max Rosenthal

"Notice is hereby given, that in future the Mails will be made up on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday. Hours of closing for the East, at
4 o'clock, and for the West at 3 o'clock, P.M.J. G. Bethune, P.M. Cobourg."

In this advertisement, readers of the very first edition of the Cobourg Star, that of
January 11, 1831, were informed by their postmaster of mail times for letters travel-
ling the route near the north shore of Lake Ontario. The means of conveyance were
the subject of another advertisement in that issue.

"Montreal, Kingston and York Mail Stages, five times a week. Leaves Montreal,
Kingston and York every day, except Saturdays and Sundays, at 4 o'clock A.M. and
arrives the following days. H. Dickinson, Montreal. H. Norton & Co., Kingston.
W. Weller, York."

However, when the spring breakup came, stages could not negotiate the roads, and
the mails went back to being carried on horseback. On April 6 of that year the Star
reported an "Attempt To Rob The Mail".

"For some time past, in consequence of the unusually bad state of the roads, the
mail between Kingston and York has been conveyed by a single unarmed courier on
horseback. On Wednesday night last, as the courier was passing the dense woods
between the taverns of Messrs. Smith and Harris, on the road from Mr. Kellog's (at
Brighton) to the River Trent, a man rushed from the thicket and proceeded to give
unequivocal demonstration of his profession, by rather an unceremonious attempt to
engage the bridle of the horse. This was a measure, however, that it seems did not
exactly accord with the ideas of propriety entertained by our man of letters, who
therefore though at the expense of a similar breach of etiquette, accommodated the
intruding party with a gentle admonition to desist, which was conveyed in the con-
vincing and powerful application of a respectable sized cudgel to the offending arm;
an argument of so much weight could not be resisted; and the man of Mail proceeded
in triumph on his journey; not however without a lasteffort on the part of the defeated,
who aimed with some sharp instrument at the person of his opponent, but pertinently
it only took effect on the Bag. The following evening two men were observed lurking
at the same place, but the courier then having a gentleman in company with him, no
attempt was made. We since learn that in consequence of the above transaction, the
necessary precautions have been taken, and the man in future will be always properly
armed and attended."

More difficulties with the mails appeared on October 22, 1834, in the Star, with
complaints about not receiving the newspaper.

"Our Papers that go by Post are regularly mailed and paid for each week, in time
for the Thursday's Mail. The Peterboro' bundle, particularly, we know, is taken to
the Office every Wednesday evening, for complaints having been received before,
special care is taken that it shall be the very first packet sent off. We think we can
safely aver that but two exceptions have occurred to this practice within the last six
months. On one of these, being late in publication, we dispatched a special mes-
senger, AT A COST OF FIVE DOLLARS, with the Peterboro' and Otonabee papers;
the other occurred the week before last, when, several of our subscribers in that
neighbourhood, being engaged at the election in Sully (on the south shore of Rice
Lake opposite Keene), we entrusted the packet with Timothy Donoghue, of Peter-
boro', who was going to the Lake and promised to distribute to the gentlemen there
their Papers, and forward the remainder immediately by boat to Peterboro'. On every
other occasion they have been specially mailed by us or our Assistants, yet complaints
arc constantly reaching us from our Peterboro' friends that they do not get the Papers
regularly. In Otonabec also like complaints are made, but here, by request, the Papers
are sent by private conveyance and some neglect may be expected, though it is a little
too bad in the parties undertaking the conveyance to allow the packet constantly to
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be broken open and the Papers abstacted by the way. We therefore propose sealing
the Otonabee bundle."

At that time Keene post office was called Otonabee, after the township it was in. A
week later, inquiries had absolved the Cobourg and Port Hope post office of blame,
putting it on Peterboro'.

"Whole piles of the different newspapers sent to this Office are constantly left for
days and sometimes weeks unasked for.-Also we are credibly informed, such has
been the case in more instances than are in Peterboro'."
The Route to Rice Lake

The recent election, held at Sully, on Rice Lake, had been the scene of an unsuccess-
ful bid by Cobourg's postmaster, James Grey Bethune , to win a seat in the Legislative
Assembly. Its only postmaster since the post office was opened in 1819 , he resigned
that position in November, to be succeeded by F. H. Hall.

A company had been established by stage line owner William Weller, whose name
appears on the advertisement of 1831, and others, to build a railway from Cobourg
to Peterboro', but it got nowhere during the 1830's. Plank roads became the fashion
in the next decade, and the fledgeling railroad company was reformed in 1846-7 as
the Cobourg and Rice Lake Plank Road and Ferry Company, with Weller as presi-
dent. A contract with the millers stipulated that 200,000 board feet of planks be deli-
vered at Yore's Landing in May 1848 and 150,000 feet more by the next month.

The roadway was completed, under the direction of Thomas Gore, after whom the
village terminus on Rice Lake was named, but it was successfully used only for a year
or so, and, like other plank roads, was soon replaced by a gravel road, although toll-
gates had been established to pay the cost and upkeep. However, one lasting result
was the opening of a post office at Gore's Landing, in 1848, kept by William Brown in
his general store.

Another post office was opened, in 1851, on this road, Cold Springs, by David
McIntosh, also in a general store. Allan McIntosh kept an inn for weary and thirsty
travellers. This village was in effect the capital of Hamilton Township, for another
storekeeper, G. Stewart, was township clerk. Two saw mills provided industry.

That year of 1851, when Canada took over control of its Post Office, Hamilton
Township a few miles north- east of Cobourg saw another post office established,
Baltimore, kept by storekeeper Robert Harstone. On September 6, 1848 the Cobourg
Star had reported from "McDougal's Mills, Baltimore".

"These splendid mills are now in full operation; Mr. M. being very popular with the
farmers gets plenty of wheat. He also has a barley mill. Our townsfolk, instead of
driving about the dusty roads in town, should turn their horses' heads towards Balti-
more, which is growing quite a village."

JOHN R . SMALLMAN , Philatelic Dealer
Box 18, Athlone, Ireland (formerly Hampton, Ont., Canada)

Specialising in fine stamps of Canada and Ireland
Handling also Britain and Commonwealth
Approvals Furnished -Want Lists Serviced
Free Special Offers Lists to all Customers
New enquiries invited from C.P.S. of G. B. members

Memberships: Eire Philatelic Association.
Canadian Philatelic Society of G.B.
Royal Philatelic Society of Canada.
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Christmas Greetings
and Best Wishes

for the

NEW YEAR
to all Members

from

Charles and Dorothy
Hollingsworth

Morris St cancels and
blocks of

Edward 5 cents
will make the

New Year even happier

Geoffrey and
Constance
Whitworth

Wish all Members
A MERRY

CHRISTMAS
and a

Happy and Prosperous
NEW YEAR

A

---------------
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The Season's Greetings
to my many friends
and acquaintances

from

David Sessions

All Good Wishes

for 1975

MR,
from

If you decide to hold a
January sale of

FLAG CANCELLATIONS or
unusual EDWARD VII

definitive material
then drop me a line!

A Merry

CHRISTMAS
and a Happy
NEW YEAR

from

Leo Baresch
MANFIELD HOUSE

376/9 STRAND
LONDON WC2

Ivy and Wayne Curtis

extend to one and all

warmest wishes for a

Merry Christmas

and a

Happy New Year

Ph
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Duplex Corner, No. 5

by D. Handelman

Checklist for Toronto Duplexes, 1860 to 1902
Toronto has by far the most complicated and interesting postal history among

Canadian cities. Yet, there seems to be a dearth of interest or information on its
duplex cancellations, which are extremely common. Hence the following checklist,
updating the Duplex Handbook.

The "Official" duplexes are classified by Serial numbers (corresponding to the
serial numbers given on page 13 of the Handbook). Serials 7 to 9, 15 to 22 are omitted
as they refer to branch offices.

The "Unofficial" duplexes are given a numbering for reference; these duplexes
have corks, targets, rings, etc. as killers, but are not necessarily unofficial.

Official Duplexes
Diam.

Ser. No. (mtn) Use Indicia Points of difference
ONT. at base, type I, A; 13 bars
1 I 21 1868 76 AM/PM
2 2 23 1868-76 AM/PM

2a 24 1868-76 AM/PM

ONT. at base, type I. A; 1 1 bars (ill. 1)
3 3 21 1877 8 AM/PM/NT close letters

3a 21 1878 AM/PM/NT wide letters
3b 21 1877 AM/PM/NT wide and widely spaced letters

ONT. at base, type II, A; 11 bars (ill. 2)
4 4 24 1878 81 AM/PM/NT

4a 24 1878 AM/PM/NT close spacing
4b 24 1877 80 AM/PMINT narrow N in ONT
4c 24 1881 AM/'PM/NT wide spacing
4d 24 1878 81 AM/PM/NT short stroke in T of ONT
4e 24 1877-9 AM/PM/NT wide R, N near Tin ONT

ONT. at base, type 11
5 5 24 1880 AM/PM/NT A, 15 bars
6 6 24 unrec. H, 14 bars with I in diamond

ONT. at base, type 11, H; 9 bars enclosing I (ill. 3)
10 10 24 1880 5 hourly small lettering

10a 24 1880 2 hourly wide lettering, scarce
l0a 11 24 1883 hourly 10a with rim damage

CANADA at base , type 11, H; 9 bars enclosing I (ill. 4)
11 11 24 Ap No, 81 hourly four states with progressive

11 II 24 No, 81 82 hourly
I I III 24 Mid 82-83 hourly
I1-IV 24 84 87 hourly
I l a 23 1881 3 hourly
I I b 24 Jan 7, 83 hourly
I I b II 24 Ja, 83 90 hourly

damage
small break in rim of I I
large break in rim of I I
rim as III, worn ANA

solid rim, larger letters than I I
break i n rim of I I b

CANADA at base, type 11, H; 9 bars enclosing I (ill. 5)
12 12 25 1881 85 hourly

12 II 25 1885 7 hourly two breaks in rim of 12
13 13 26 1888 93 hourly `pinched' R

13a 26 1888-97 hourly rounded R
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CANADA at base, type Il, L; 7 vertical bars enclosing 1 (ill. 6)
14 14 241 1885-8 hourly

14a 24] 1886 hourly
14b 25 1890-2 hourly
14c 25 1890 hourly
14d 25] 1889-90 hourly

dater-killer distance is I mm
dater-killer distance is }mm
Maltese crosses in dater
Maltese crosses in dater
dots in dater

"Unofficial" Duplexes
Ul. (Berri Duplex) C.W. at base, AM above date, type I, A; 13 bars 1860
U2. (Berri Duplex) C.W. at base, Blank above date, type 1, A; 13 bars

1863-8.
U3. (Berri Duplex) C.W. at base, blank above date, type I, G, (plate III, fig. 3

of Duplex Handbook) 1866-7.
U4 ONT at base, type II, dater 23mm ; three-ring target, 1868 (plate VII,

fig. 1).
U5, a to h Ont at base, type It, no year, serif lettering, 9 different corks, 1874.

(See [l]).
U6 ONT at base, type II, dater 20mm; two-ring target, 1880.
U7 CANADA at base, type II, dater 19mm; two-ring target, 1880.
U8 CANADA at base, type II, dater 23mm; two-rings, but not a target; 1880.

(See [2]).
U9 ONT at base, type II, G; 9 bars enclosing TORONTO, 1880 (plate IX of

Handbook).
U10 ONT at base, type 11, G; 9 bars enclosing 4/Toronto/80 (plate IX of

Handbook).
U 10a U 10 with 4 and 80 omitted; 1880.
Ull CANADA at base, type II, dater 21mm; two-ring target, 1881.
U12 No name or rim, TORONTO/CANADA in killer, 1901; (plate III, fig. 12)

(see [3]).
Thus we have more than 50 Toronto duplexes; add to this the Branch Office du-

plexes, and the House of Assembly duplex, and the total is more than 90.

Clearances
For serials 3 to 6, PM is by far the commonest clearance and AM the rarest. For

serials 10 to 13 inclusive, the following is the distribution of clearances in my sample
of 200 strikes:

Time % Time %
7AM ] 4PM 4
8 - 5 9
9 6 22
10 3 7 21
11 2] 8 2]
12 1 9 5
1 PM 5 10 1
2 8 11 2
3 3 12 7

Bibliography

1. The Toronto Cork Duplex of 1874, Dr. F. G. Stulberg; Maple Leaves Whole No.
123, p. 68-72.

2. Maple Leaves Whole No. 101, p. 25.
3. Maple Leaves Whole No. 97, p. 20 (oct. 65).

The Editor regrets that it was not possible to include illustrations which should have
accompanied articles on pages 131 and 139 of our last issue (October, 1974). These will
be included in our next issue if available.
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CAVENDISH
PHILATELIC AUCTIONS

THE INTERNATIONAL AUCTIONEERS WITH BUYERS

IN OVER 60 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

SALES HELD IN LEEDS, MANCHESTER

and OUR OWN DERBY SALEROOMS

SELLING ? take advantage of the exceptional results
we are currently achieving - if your collection is large

and valuable it is part of our service to call, collect and

discuss the sale with you.

BUYING? - we shall be happy to send you a free

copy of our current catalogue.

The Annual Subscriptions for Catalogues (including Lists of

Prices Realised) are -

Home £1 - Europe £2 - Rest of World £3

WARDWICK CHAMBERS
NUMBER SIXTY-NINE WARDWICK

DERBY DE1 1HJ
Telephone 46753
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Perth `74

It was back to the land of our founding fathers (or was it forerunners?) when the
28th Annual Convention opened in Perth, the home of the very first Convention in
1947. Over the years our Scottish friends have gained a reputation for Convention
hospitality and this year was no exception as Sandy Mackie, John Hannah and Ian
Bryce slaved mightily, under the benign guidance of President Alfie Grant, to keep
the show running smoothly. As we have come to expect, they succeeded in making it
seem like a piece of cake (or was it haggis?) and we Sassenachs and the other `foreign'
visitors owe them all a big "thank you".

A good number of competition entries made for an interesting static display through
the 4-day period, the only problem was to find the time to browse over it. Counter-
attractions included John Hannah's affair with his beloved Admirals, Stanley Cohen's
unveiling of some of the gems of the erstwhile Dr. Day collection of fancy cancels
and John Banfield's first appearance on the rostrum to introduce us to some of his
Jubilee stamps and London postmarks. Fresh from her success at Oxford last year,
Dorothy Sanderson led a study of postal history, and we also enjoyed an eye-opening
tour of the Woods of Perth printing works where certain philatelic auction catalogues
are so beautifully produced.

As if this was not enough, there were tours through grand scenery with tea and
cakes at various castles. At least one of our transatlantic wives is now known to have
weakness for scones!

65 members, wives and guests sat down on Saturday night to the Banquet, the
traditional closing event. Did I say closing event? Your scribe had one foot on the
stairs at 11.30, having failed to achieve this position before 1.00 a.m. on previous
nights, when it was noisily whispered that "Sandy's Ceilidh" was "down the corri-
dor". In the interests of accurate reporting it was necessary to investigate; I should
have known better! Impromptu revelry was in full swing with dialect songsters grow-
ing hoarser by the gill and dialect stories getting bluer by the dram. August members
of the Society were seen in a new light (or was it haze?) and our friends from across
the sea would probably have welcomed a dialect phrase book though I think they got
the general trend.

It was grand to welcome back Wayne and Ivy Curtis from Montreal and Marshall
Kay from New Jersey and to say hello for the first time to Gordon and Jessie
Benson from London, Ontario and Abe and Elaine Charkow from Vancouver.

Oh yes, I never did beat that 1.00 a.m. deadline!
For your brand new 1975 diary-"Convention '75". Book October 1st to 4th-

Holiday Inn, Birmingham. D.F.S.

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY

Please note that as from 1st December, 1974 all communications regarding
new members and any changes of address should be sent to the Membership
Secretary, Mr. D. F. Sessions. For address please see page 185.
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Margaret
and

Alan McGregor

send Good Wishes
to all
.for a

HAPPY

CHRISTMAS

and a

PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR

Seasons Greetings

and Best Wishes

to all Members

from

Ruth and Bill

Williams

HAPPY
HUNTING

Seasonal Greetings

for CHRISTMAS

and

Best Wishes for

1975
to all Members

from
Mary and John

Hannah
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in

'75

to all

C.P.S.G.B.

and B.N.A.P.S.
Members

from

STANLEY COHEN
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BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
BRITISH EMPIRE Auction-17th December at 50 Pall Mall

Contains 118 lots of CANADA strong in mint plate number blocks
1897-1924, also mint high values, a sheet of the scarce 1897 10 cent
purple, coil stamps and booklet panes, airmails, Special Delivery and
Official.

Good CANADIAN material can also be found in our Bournemouth
*GENERAL AND POSTAL HISTORY auctions.

The NEW YEAR dates to note are:
January 10th and February 6th

and in London on 12th March a specialised B.N.A. auction
Illustrated Catalogues for all these sales 50p each

except *General sale 25p
from

ROBSON LOWE LTD . (Trade Mark)

50 PALL MALL, LONDON SW1 Y 5JZ,
Telephone : 01 -839 4034 Telex: 915 410

V.A.T. Regd. No: 239/4486/31

Collectors sending property for sale can avoid British Value Added Tax complications by including
the V.A.T. number after our name on the outside of the package. If sending by freight (air or
surface) please secure the appropriate labels from us before despatch.

(See page 183)
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Good Health,

Happiness and

Prosperity from

Doug. Chasmer

Cobham Stamp

Exchange

SINCERE

GREETINGS

and

BEST WISHES

To all Friends

Old and New

from

L. D. CARN

ROLAND

JOAN and GRAHAM

GEORGE

wish all their friends

a Happy Christmas

and a trouble free

New Year
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GREENHILL

sends best wishes
for Christmas and
the New Year to
all friends in the
Society at Home

and Overseas-and
especially those past,
present and future
borrowers from the

Library
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION

Annual Subscription

One item discussed at the recent Annual Meeting, which affects all members, was
an increase in the subscription which is essential for the reasons given below.

Financially we have been going along smoothly in the period since the subscription
was raised from £l to £1.50 on 1st October 1969. Each year we have had a surplus-
on two occasions because we issued only five magazines because of circumstances
beyond our control. As a result our General Fund has built up to over £1,300. There
is also nearly £900 in the Convention Fund, with an expected credit balance from this
year's Convention to be added.

On the face of it we are in a healthy financial position. However, we have recently
been advised of a substantial increase in the cost of Maple Leaves which will add about
£1,000 p.a. to our outlay and postages have also gone up. (We have not been able to
get any alternative quotation which is competitive.) These items have been expected
to increase for some time but the increase, now that it has come, is so large that the
meeting decided that there was no alternative to a substantial increase in the annual
subscription-our only large source of income.

Our Rules provide for the Annual Subscription to be fixed at the Annual Meeting.
It is, however, necessary to issue reminders during September, i.e. some time before
the Meeting so that the subscription when fixed applies from the next I st October, i.e. at
this time from 1st October, 1975. We are therefore faced with a large increase in costs
before that date which will have to come from reserves. In addition we cannot foresee
what further increases in costs will occur during the next 12 months.

This being so the Meeting decided that the subscription from 1st October 1975
should be £5 per annum or such smaller amount as the Committee (i.e. as defined in the
Rules the various officers and members of the Committee) shall by a majority of the
Committee votings decide during the year ending 30th September 1975.

It is hoped that the figure finally settled will be well below the upper limit fixed at
present but it will be appreciated that we must have elbow-room to fix the figure at a
level which will keep the Society running within our income. It is appreciated that
Maple Leaves is the only benefit which many of our overseas members get, and the
Committee are anxious to continue to issue six copies per annum and to maintain and
if possible improve the standard. On present known costs the annual amount would
probably have been £3.

The problem of the delay in an increased annual subscription becoming effective
has also been considered. A change in the date of the financial year had been proposed
but discarded for various reasons.

Many golf clubs in the country have encountered the same problem. They have
overcome this by fixing a subscription for the current year and giving the Executive
power to fix an increased subscription (within limits) to become effective at the be-
ginning of the next financial year.

It was decided that a change in our Rules should be made to give the Committee
powers of this kind. Before this can be done we must publish the proposed amend-
ment in Maple Leaves and this will be done later. The change cannot be made until
the Annual Meeting in October 1975.

It is regretted that an increase in subscription which will certainly be substantial has
had to be made, owing to circumstances over which we have no control. Inflation has
caught up with us. JAMES A. GRANT, Treasurer
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the authoritative
Canada catalogue !

1975 edition: improved , expanded and entirely updated - now 104 pages

AVAILABLE PLOW-CHECK WITH YOUR DEALER

Philatelic Publishers Co., distributors : Charlton International , 299 Queen St. W., Toronto
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1975 Stamp Programme

Postmaster General Bryce Mackasey has announced the Canada Post Office Stamp
Programme for 1975. Thirty-four stamps have been incorporated in the schedule,
including four issues in the Olympic stamps series.

Two issues of Olympic Action Stamps will be offered in surcharged denominations
of 8 cents + 2 cents, 10 cents ,- 5 cents, and 15 cents + 5 cents. One issue will feature
Olympic water sports, the other Olympic combat sports. Each denomination will
carry a different design. The water sports depicted will be swimming, rowing and
sailing; and the combat sports depicted will be fencing, boxing and judo.

Two issues of Olympic commemorative stamps are scheduled. Superb bronze sculp-
tures of athletes in action, by the noted Canadian physician, physical educator and
sculptor, Dr. Robert Tait McKenzie, will be featured on $I and $2 denominations.
The second issue of Olympic commemoratives in the denominations of 20 cents, 25
cents and 50 cents will portray Olympic track and field sports-shot put, pole vault
and the marathon.

The well-known and beloved Canadian author of Anne of Green Gables, Lucy
Maud Montgomery, and the poet of the Yukon, Robert Service, will be honoured
with an issue of two commemorative stamps on May 15. Other Canadians to be hon-
oured by a commemorative issue on May 30 are Marguerite Bourgeoys, founder of the
Order of Notre-Dame; Alphonse Desjardins, leader of the credit union movement;
John Cook, first moderator of the Presbyterian Church in Canada; and Samuel
Dwight Chown, a prime mover in the founding of the United Church of Canada.

Two anniversaries will be commemorated by stamp issues: the centenary of the
Supreme Court of Canada and the fiftieth anniversary of the Royal Canadian Legion.

International Women's Year will be marked by a commemorative stamp to be
issued July 14 during the International YWCA Conference in Vancouver.

The Indians of Canada series will continue with an issue of four stamps in honour
of the subarctic Indians. A new series on Canadian ships will be introduced with the
issue of four stamps featuring coastal vessels.

The itemised schedule for the 1975 Stamp Programme is as follows:

January 22 Olympic Action Stamps, Water Sports (three stamps)

March 21 Olympic Commemoratives, Sculptures (two stamps)

April 4 Subarctic Indians (four stamps)

May 15 Lucy Maud Montgomery two stamps
Robert Service f

May 30 Marguerite Bourgeoys
Alphonse Desjardins
John Cook
Samuel Chown

two stamps

two stamps

June 11 Olympic Commemoratives, Track and Field (three stamps)

July 14 International Women's Year (one stamp)

August 4 Olympic Action Stamps, Combat Sports (three stamps)
September 2 Supreme Court of Canada (one stamp)
September 24 Canadian Ships (four stamps)

October 22 Christmas (six stamps)

November 10 Royal Canadian Legion (one stamp)
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How it strikes me - Part 3
Unusual Roller Postmarks

by Dr . M. W. Carstairs

Day and Smythics No. 290a provides us with an extraordinary Toronto flag post-
mark. Not the usual machine cancellation, but a small neat Union Jack complete with
flagpole and probably made of rubber.

Recently I acquired a postcard from Toronto to Woodstock, Ontario posted on
February 18, 1896 with four strikes of this flag in violet running in a diagonal line
from the top of the card towards the lower right corner. (Fig. l.)

Though spaced almost regularly at intervals of 9 10mm between each impression,
they are not quite in line, and I suspect that the cancellation was a roller which bore
three impressions around its rim, as in the standard rollers, which would give it a
diameter of about 2 ,cm. Quite a useful device, and it is surprising how rarely it was
used.

It would be nice to know on what evidence Day & Smythics give the date of use as
1900, and whether their specimen also appeared to be a roller.

While on the subject of rollers, Smythies in his handbook records a trial type on
the Rose-carmine 3 cent Small Queen of 1888 (Plate I No. 22), but the important
thing about this roller is missed out, namely that the roller is dated.

An example in my collection also on the Rose-Carmine 3c (Fig. 2) bears the date
3 De 88 and may well have adjoined the stamp from which Smythics & Hollingsworth
traced the illustration.

It must he the only dated roller cancellation of this era, and may well have proved
unsatisfactory because the date was difficult to change.

ReJe rcnce.c:

B.N.A. Topics, July August 1965 (For Union Jack).
Canadian Roller Cancellations, Smythies & Hollingsworth (Pages I I & 12).
Canadian Fancr Cancellations, Day & Smythies.

(See page 183)
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T

A Merry Christmas

and all Good Wishes

from

Colin and June

Banfield

Good Wishes for

CHRISTMAS

and the

NEW YEAR

from

Ian and

Noreen Bryce

T

BEST WISHES

for

CHRISTMAS
and the

NEW YEAR

from
Joyce and Eric

Killingley

A MERRY

CHRISTMAS

and a

GUID NEW YEAR

T' ANE AN' A'

A

from

Sandy and Marjory

Mackie
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CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN (LONDON
SECTION)

London Meetings are held at the National Liberal Club, Whitehall Place, S.W.1 (in
the Oak Room). Time: 6.30 p.m. to 8.30 p.m. Nearest Underground Station is Charing
Cross (about one minute). Please make a note of the following meetings:-

1974

October 21st Centennial Issues, 1967-73 Noel Plews.
November 18th "Admirals"-David Fortnum.

December I6th Other Philatelic Interests (not Canada).

1975
January 20th "Fancy Cancels" John Humphrey.
February 17th "Precancels of Canada" David Izzett.
February 24th Visit to Hammersmith Philatelic Society.

March 17th Auction.
April 21st Beaver Cup Competition.

May 19th Annual General Meeting.

May 27th Visit to Wallington & Carshalton Philatelic Society.

June 26th Visit to Shoeburyness & District Philatelic Society.

Visitors are always welcomed at our meetings. Reminders of our monthly meetings
are published in Stamp Collecting Weekly under Coming Events.

The London Secretary is Noel Plews, 34 Normanton Road, South Croydon, Surrey,
CR2 7AR. Telephone: Office 01-405 4310 extensions 103, 102 or 104 (Mon.-Fri. up
to 5 p.m.) or late evening and weekends: 01-688 7940).

CHOICE

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA

AT AUCTION

Outstanding groups of B.N.A. area regular feature of our fortnightly sales. If you
are not on our catalogue mailing list you are liable to miss the many treasures to
be offered during the coming months. Remember-reduced rates are available
for B.N.A. specialists.

If you are thinking of selling your collection-or single rarity-contact us
without delay. Our 'Travelling Experts' are always available to give professional
and unbiased advice on the disposal of stamps.

H. R. HARMER LTD.
41 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W1A 4EH

Telephone: 01-629 0218
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AUCTION HEADQUARTERS
ON THE WEST COAST

WE CARE
WESTERN CANADA LARGEST INTERNATIONAL

PHILATELIC AUCTION HEADQUARTERS
• PUBLIC AUCTION SALES

Catalogues available one month before the sale.
• PRIVATE TREATY SALES

Collections, usually of a specialized nature, offered intact as
received.

• STAMPS BOUGHT
We are always interested in buying substantial collections
as well as individual rare items. Very high prices paid for
quality.

• STAMPS SOLD Commission 20% of Selling Price

FINE EARLY CANADA Ft PROVINCES
6000 CATALOGUES INTERNATIONALLY MAILED

Buying or selling , you are in good hands

we have the cash
F. E. EATON Et ASSOCIATES

VANCOUVER STAMP AUCTIONS LIMITED
6174 EAST BOULEVARD (KERRISDALE)

Vancouver 13, British Columbia, Canada
Telephone ( 604) 263-7435

SINCE 1937
Members : Canadian Stamp Dealers Association
ASDA, BPA, RCPS , BNAPS , RCPS ( GB), APS
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Forgers Galore

By E. A . Sythies , F.C.P.S.

The publication of the new B.N.A. handbook on B.N.A. Forgeries has brought to
light the interesting fact that quite a number of B.N.A. collectors are interested in the
subject. And although the subject proved to be much larger than in my ignorance I
had expected, it is but a tiny pimple in the whole range of world forgeries, for which
we may be thankful. The handbook records the names of only half a dozen forgers
and less than 250 different forgeries. The six forgers were located- one in the U.S.A.,
one in Canada, none in Britain, and the rest in Europe.

An astounding collection of All-World forgeries came on the market five years ago
and was sold in 137 lots in one of Robson Lowe's auctions, which suggests that
forgery must have been a major industry in Europe a century ago. It was an Austrian
collection from Vienna with sketchy notes in German, mounted in over 200 volumes,
the total number of stamps apparently around 30,000, the total number of named
forgers over fifty: the total sale value around £6,000! It claimed to have examples of
every forgery ever made! But this was not quite correct, as Andre Frodel and his handi-
work were unknown in Europe: also some clever fakes of the Canada Jubilee dollar
values described in the B.N.A. Handbook.

But the European forgers of B.N.A. stamps Spiro, Fournier, Panelli, Sperati, etc.
were all recorded, and also a number of B.N.A. forgers were named who are un-

known to the leading authorities in Britain, Canada and the U.S.A., for example:
Lossental, Oneglia, Sartory. Venturini, Zechmeyer.

But when we cone to Britain and Europe and their colonies, the information re-
corded is quite staggering! For example, there are 40 more names of forgers between
Antonescu and Zigany, nearly all unknown to British or Canadian authorities. I will
quote a few examples from the auction catalogue description:

Cape of Good Hope. 300 Triangulars from twenty different forgers, including 45
woodblocks (£44 sale value).

/radian Native States. Many thousands in three volumes by all the well-known
forgers (£67). (Many times the total number of forgeries of all B.N.A!)

C:echoslorakia (1750). French Colonies (5500), Parma and Sicily (each by 20
different forgers).

Spain 1250 in 6 volumes (£270). Swit_erlcmd 1000 in 8 volumes (£310) by Sternberg,
Petroni, Hemsler, Gocg, and many others double Geneva by 12 different forgers!

United States 900 (£200). Confederate States 330 (£40) Hawaii 200 (£41).

Uruguay 460 (£60). Japan 1300 (£180) from numerous hitherto unknown forgers.
We may misquote Kipling- "Never was isle so little, never was sea so ]one, but into
the scud and the palm trees some forgeries have blown."

Let us thank the gods that this army of forgers for the most part left B.N.A. alone
imagine having to sort out the forgeries of Newfoundland Pence or B. Columbia
Cents between 20 different forgers! (From the limited material I have been able to
examine of this collection, I am rather doubtful about some of these details. There
were, for example, forgeries of identical type, and therefore from the same dies or
printing plates, allotted to two or more different forgers. I cannot believe that a forger
would lend his dies or printing plates to another forger.) The number of different
countries actually named (including military occupations) exceed 280!
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To show what a small pimple the B.N.A. forgeries were by comparison, here are the
figures:-

Value
Total number of stamps £ Forgers

British Columbia &
Vancouver Island 31 11 3 named

Canada 8 Pence
3 of 1859 21 3 named

New Brunswick
63 total
75 (some "horrible" ) 10 6 different

Newfoundland 230 (130 Pence)
100 others 27

Nova Scotia 44 Pence
66 Cents 16 6 different

Prince Edward Island 35 15 Moens, Fournier

Total about 650 £100

Allen Taylor
and others

(Less than one fiftieth of the whole collection!)
There were no new forgeries in the B.C. and Vancouver section of this collection

not already recorded in the handbook. As regards the other Provinces I cannot say,
as I have not had the opportunity to examine them. It is astonishing to come across a
forgery collection with the names of over 50 forgers, which certainly justifies the title
of this article "Forgers Galore".

Names of Forgers

A. Antonescu N.O. Niembuser
Nietvelt
Oneglia

B.C. Bagweg Berman P.Q. Panelli Peniatiani ?
Baldwin Brussel Petroni
Berets R. Riedar

D.E. De Smeets S. Sartory Spiro
Dofinger Seguny Spiotta
Elb Senf

Shroeder
Steidl
Sternberg

F. Fertig Smeets Streicher
Fournier Speroti

G.H. Goeg
Hemsler

T. Taylor

I.J. Imperator U.V. Venturini

K.L.

Jeffreys
Jenisch

Knippen
Kreis

Levy
Lowental

W.

Vershroeder

Weiss

M. Mates X.Y. Young
Mercier Z. Zechmeyer
Moens Zigany

Note: This list of names is taken from the Auction Catalogue . I cannot vouch for its
correctness or the correctness of the spelling.
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The Andre Frodel Story - Part 2

by Dr . Fred Stulberg

At best, the full story of Andre Frodel will take a long time to unfold and may
never ever be completely known. In the first place, no log of his work has come to
light. Secondly, much of what he did was "one of a kind" and this, coupled with his
extraordinary talent and years of clandestine activity, has put unmarked items on the
philatelic market that will be accepted even by experts--as genuine.

As was mentioned previously, Frodel was a paper specialist. It has been said that
he could skin a stamp so thin that the ink would weigh more than the paper fibre
adhering to it. This talent was used in repairing and rebacking stamps and, as may well
be realised, few of these would be identified as fakes for the benefit of the purchaser.
His skill with papers extended into the manufacture of watermarks and laid lines.

Of course, his early days as director of the Bulgarian Bank Note Company endowed
him with extraordinary knowledge of stamp production in all its phases and his
ability as a master engraver contributed to his degree of perfection. Thus it was pos-
sible for him to create startlingly accurate forgeries of stamps and overprints. Dies for
cancelling devices used to fake envelopes and pieces were made from his hand drawn
artwork and show unusual accuracy. His ink colours reflect his experience in this field.
Few forgers in philately's history can be placed in his class.

Frodel's work can be divided into three classes-forgeries, fakes and phantoms
and these will be considered according to the meanings outlined in the previous
article. All items are Canada or B.N.A. unless otherwise stated.

FRODEL FORGERIES fall into three main classes: (1) individual stamps, (2)
imperforate pairs, and (3) forged overprints on genuine stamps.

Forged Stamps

5 cent St. Lawrence Seaway issue of 1959 with inverted centre.
Most Vancouver Island and British Columbia issues (1861 to 1869) including "die

proofs" in various colours.
Poland No. 1.
Several U.S.A. stamps have been reported but the issues have not been identified.

Forged Imperforates

4 cent Small Queen issue of 1882.
cent Maple Leaf issue of 1897.

Various Admiral issues (1912 to 1922) including two different denominations
side by side on the same card.

5 cent U.P.U. issue of 1933.
5 cent and 10 cent values of the Jubilee issue of 1933.
10 cent Pictorial issue of 1935 (Mountie).
3 cent Royal Visit issue of 1935.
5 cent CAPEX issue of 1951.
4 cent Wild Life (Musk Ox) issue of 1955.
5 cent British Columbia commemorative issue of 1958.
5 cent La Verendrye commemorative issue of 1958.
17 cent Airmail Special Delivery (corrected die) issue of 1946.

There is little doubt that other Canadian stamps exist as imperforate pairs especially
the other denominations of commemorative sets for which only one value is presently
known.
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Forged Overprints on Genuine Stamps
Victoria provisional issues of 1899 with overprints doubled and inverted.
Admiral provisional issues of 1932 with overprint doubled, tripled, inverted and

misplaced.
Airmail provisional issue of 1932 with overprint doubled, tripled, inverted, mis-

placed and in combinations of each.
5 cent, 20 cent and 50 cent Admiral War Tax in normal position.
O.H.M.S. and G overprints on the top values of the Peace issue of 1946.

FRODEL FAKES fall, again, into three groups. There are those items, mainly
stamps, which had their paper characteristics modified; there are genuine stamps, or
portions of them, used to create covers or pieces with manufactured cancellations;
there are his forgeries made into covers or pieces usually cancelled with manufactured
cancellations. Some of his known fakes are:-

Various Canadian issues repaired and rebacked.
Various Canadian issues with faked watermarks and laid lines.
Admiral issues built up and regummed to appear as thick paper.
3 cent Numeral issue divided (on piece) and cancelled with a self manufactured
cancelling device to simulate the "Port Hood Bisects".
Bisected issues of Nova Scotis (on piece) with self manufacured cencellations
of the period.
Forged issues of British Columbia (on piece) with self made contemporary
cancellations.
Forged Inverted Seaway on cover with self made cancellation.

One person who has seen the "dealers stock" of Frodel material reports that there
are "many covers with forged stamps and faked cancellations" but these have not
been listed.

FRODEL FANTASIES are an interesting facet of this man's work. Most serious
philatelic forgers did not enter this aspect of manufacture and this tends to sub-
stantiate the contention that Frodel worked for the enjoyment of accomplishment.
Known fantasies are:-

5 cent British Columbia commemorative issue of 1958 in mirror image. This is
usually found tete-heche with a forgery in normal relationship.
5 cent La Verendre commemorative issue of 1958 found as above.
2 cent Admiral issue with King's portrait inverted.

There is little doubt that this listing is far from being complete. Also in doubt is the
degree of awareness of Frodel himself as to the philatelic implications of his actions.
It has been suggested by more than one person that Frodel was motivated by his love
of this work and his desire to be recognised for it and he thought people were stupid
to pay good money for his spare time efforts. The things of which we are sure is that
Frodel was a master at his work, he was exploited by some people and that he will
leave his mark on B.N.A. philately.

As well as the usual choice Canadiana offered in my Postal
Auctions I am offering selections from an 800 piece collection of
Fancy Cancellations during the coming season. Serious collectors
are invited to apply for membership in the U.K. Overseas collectors
may now bid on the receipt of $3 for a year's supply of Auction
lists.

DOUGLAS E. CHASMER
Cobham Stamp Exchange
277 Hampton Road , Ilford , Essex , England
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Book Reviews

CANADA SPECIALIZED POSTAGE STAMP CATALOGUE

The second edition of the Canada Specialized Postage Stamp Catalogue was re-
leased on 23rd August, 1974. The new 1975 version has been enlarged to 104 pages
(plus covers) and a great deal of new information has been added; the complex New-
foundland perforations are now fully described, and dates of issue are given for all
stamps where such dates are known. Hundreds of minor changes have also been made,
and this year an index is included.

Thousands of prices have been adjusted, mostly to higher figures, to reflect the
Canadian stamp market in coming months. The retail price of the catalogue remains
the same, SI.50. Charlton International Publishing Inc. of Toronto is now the exclus-
ive distributor.

Response to the first edition last year was extremely favourable. "It is, without a
doubt, the most comprehensive listing of British North America material available
today. It compiles an amazing amount of information," said the Canadian Philatelist,
journal of the Royal Philatelic Society of Canada.

"At the modest price of S1.50 there is no doubt that it will prove attractive to col-
lectors of Canadian stamps on a number of counts," said Maple Leaves, organ of the
Canadian Philatelic Society of Great Britain.

"It should be a winner," said BNA Topics, the British North America Philatelic
Society magazine. "The handy pocket size and the much more detailed listings make
the Canada Specialized far better value for the money."

Virtually all the suggestions made by collectors and dealers about the first edition
have been incorporated in this year's catalogue.

Some of the features of the Canada Specialized catalogue are: full illustrations of
every stamp and surcharge design; an authoritative listing of all significant varieties
(including some discovered only this summer on new issues): a unique method of
describing the difficult 1976 defiintive issue so that beginner and expert alike can
understand it easily; illustrations of most major varieties: and realistic price values
based on actual market conditions of supply and demand; and a neat, easy-to-read
professionally-designed format.

The publisher of the Canada Specialized is Philatelic Publishers Co. of Toronto, a
partnership of William H. P. Maresch, a Toronto auctioneer; Arthur Leggett, a local
businessman, collector and dealer, and E. H. Hausmann, a writer who also edits BNA
Topics. They describe their catalogue as "a labour of love" to fill a need for an auth-
oritative specialized listing of BNA stamps. They received the help of scores of col-
lectors, specialists and dealers in compiling the original 1974 edition, and for this 1975
edition an even larger number of persons gave advice and direct help.

Copies of the catalogue may be obtained through Charlton International at 299
Queen St. W., Toronto; standard dealers' discounts apply. The catalogue will be sold
in the United States, Great Britain, Australia and Europe as well as Canada.

LYMAN'S 1975 B .N.A. CATALOGUE. Obtainable from S. Cohen, FCPS, 51 West-
field Road, Birmingham BI5 3QE. 70p.

The latest edition of this popular catalogue expectedly follows the trend of the
market Aith no fewer than 4,470 price changes, all in an upward direction so far as we
can determine. This is a well illustrated and useful catalogue, at still a very modest
price.
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New Stamp Issues

1976 OLYMPIC GAMES KEEPING FIT (See p. 162 for illustrations)
Four eight-cent stamps commemorating the 1976 Olympic Games feature four

winter activities: snowshoeing skiing, skating and curling were issued on 23rd
September.

The stamps were designed by Hunter Straker Templeton Limited of Toronto, and
measure 36mm by 30mm in a horizontal format.

A total of 60 million is being printed se-tenant in one-colour steel (red)--latent
image, by the Canadian Bank Note Company Limited of Ottawa. Marginal inscrip-
tions, including the designers' names appear on the four corners of each pane of 50
stamps.

The total production of these stamps will bear the general tagging and will not be
available in any other form.

UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION CENTENNIAL (See p. 174 for illustration)
A one eight-cent and one fifteen-cent stamp to commemorate the centennial of

the Universal Postal Union was issued on 9th October.
The stamps, in purple, blue and red, feature the official emblem of the Universal

Postal Union and an engraving of the messenger god Mercury with two winged
horses.

A total of 25 million eight-cent and 13 million fifteen-cent stamps, printed by the
British American Bank Note Company of Ottawa were issued.

Known as the General Postal Union when first established October 9, 1874, it
became the Universal Postal Union (UPU) in 1878, the year Canada became a mem-
ber.

The stamps were designed by George Gundersen of Ottawa and measure 40mm by
24mm in horizontal format. The total production of these stamps will bear the general
tagging and will not be available in any other form.
CHRISTMAS 1974 (See p. 169 for illustrations)

Four denominations of stamps for Christmas 1974 were issued by the Canada Post
Office on November Ist.

The multicoloured stamps feature reproductions of paintings by four famous
Canadian artists.

A total of 130 million six-cent, 105 million eight-cent, 15 million ten-cent, and 19
million fifteen-cent stamps, printed by Ashton-Potter Limited of Toronto will bear
the general tagging and will not be available in any other form.

The six-cent stamp is a reproduction of Jean Paul Lemieux's painting, Nativite; the
eight-cent, Henri Masson's Skaters in Hull; the ten-cent, Robert C. Todd's The Ice
Cone, Montmorency Falls; and the fifteen-cent, Clarence A. Gagnon's Village in the
Laurentian Mountains. All four values measure 36mm by 30mm in a horizontal
format.

MARCONI
The eight-cent stamp commemorating the centennial of the birth of Guglielmo

Marconi features a portrait of Marconi combined with a view of St. John's harbour
from Signal Hill and was issued on 17th October, 1974.

The stamp was designed by John B. Boyle and measures 36mm by 30mm in a hori-
zontal format. A total of 28 million stamps were printed in four-colour lithography
by Ashton-Potter Limited, Toronto. Marginal incriptions, including the designer's
name, appear on the four corners of each pane of 50 stamps.

The total production of these stamps will bear the general tagging and will not be
available in any other form.

Mint stamps will be available to collectors through Philatelic Counters at selected
post offices across Canada, as well as by mail order through the Philatelic Service,
Canada Post Office, Ottawa, Ontario KIA OB5.
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Precancel Notes - General Bar Type T.

by G. E . L. Manley

This precancel which was in use for about 20 years is thought to have been first
used in 1892.

It consists of a wavy bar between two straight ones. The cancelling device was of 10
rows so that a sheet of 100 stamps was precancclled in one operation. Type T (like
Types R and S) was only used in Toronto. as far as is known.

The cancelling device is said to have been made of rubber btu no proof of this
statement has so far come to the knowledge of the writer, in whose opinion it is more
likely to have been brass. The current illustration in the catalgue is shown at (i):

On comparing many hundreds of stamps with this illustration a number of varia-
tions become obvious. In order to identify these variations, two measurements in
millimetres were made on each stamp to fix the size of the cancel. These were the
listance betweect:

(a) The tiro outer bars. Stamps fell into three categories of 9, Wand 12mill. The
9mm proved to be a variety (I row in 10) of the standard 10mm cancel. The
12mm appeared to be a quite separate and much scarcer cancellation.

(b) The crests of the iorcc o/' the centre bar. These varied from approximately
10mm to approximately 12mm apart, but most stamps fell into one of the two
groups. These two lengths call be found in all three categories in (a) above. A
strip of four (all long waves) suggests that several cancelling devices were in
use over the years.

Examples of the above are shown in the illustrations, as follows:--

(ii) Standard 10mm setting with short waves.

(iii) Narrow variety with long waves.

(iv) Wide setting with short waves.

On studying several panes of Edward VII stamps it became apparent that a cancel-
ling device quite separate from the foregoing was brought into use late in the period.
This cancel had a measurement between the outer bars of I I mm, and is shown in
illustration (v).

The fact that these various measurements existed was originally brought to light by
Mr. Allan Judd, to whom all credit is due.

Type T

dummwmmmwm^

(t)
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THE CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY OF
GREAT BRITAIN , 1974-75

President and Handbooks Manager:
S. F. Cohen, 51 Westfield Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham 15

Secretary:
Dr. C. W. Hollingsworth, F.C.P.S., 17 Mellish Road, Walsall, Staffs.

Treasurer:
J. A. Grant, 13 Columba Road, Edinburgh EH4 3QZ

Assistant Treasurer:

J. H. Bryce, 3 Swanston Place, Fairmilehead, Edinburgh 10

Librarian:
R. S. B. Greenhill, F.C.P.S., Rowan Trees, Highbury Grove, Haslemere, Surrey

Exchange Secretary:

R. Grigson, 75 Clarence Road, Windsor SL4 5AR, Berks.

Editor of Journal:
L. F. Gillam, F.C.P.S., 66 East Bawtry Road, Rotherham, Yorkshire

Advertising Manager:
G. L. Birch, 22 Laverock Park, Linlithgow, West Lothian EH49 6AT

Publicity Officer & Membership Secretary:
D. F. Sessions, 56, Hoyle Court Road, Baildon, Shipley, Yorks.
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Amendments to Membership to 30th October 1974

New Members

2003 BLOOR. M. R., 16 Harcourt Close, Urmston, Manchester. (C.,PH)
2004 BROOKS, M., 115 Highfields Road, Chasetown, Walsall WS7 8QS. (CS,CG)
2005 BUSHAY, A. J., 28 Lanoma Street, Launceston, 7250, Tasmania, Australia.
2006 SCHNATTER, C., 1070 Post Street, San Francisco, Calif. 94109, USA (C)
2007 EICHELE. M., Merkurstrasse44, CH-4123 Allschwil, Switzerland. (C.Map)
2008 STEWART, J., Ulva Cottage, 17 Burnbank Road, Hamilton ML3 9AA (C)
2009 FINDLAY, Mrs. F., 99 Mill Road, Motherwell MLI IHD.
2010 SPANN, F. A., 3 Hill View, Stalybridge Cheshire SK 15 2TH. (C)
2011 COLLIE. W. M., 22 Hill Road, Claughton, Birkenhead L43 8TL (C,N,B.)
2012 TAYLOR, G. E., 85 Longford Close, Hampton Hill, Middx. (C,FF.NWT)
2013 MOUNTFORD, F. T., 15 Pownall Road, Wilmslow, Cheshire. (C,N,B)
2014 LIPTAK, 7 Huron Street, Kapuaskasing, Ont., Canada PSN 2CI (C,Cov.P.)
2015 DINGSDALE, N., I I John Street. Edinburgh EHI5 2EB.
2016 WRIGHT W. L., 2724 Doris Court, Carmichael, Calif., 85608 USA

(C,'67 Def.)
Reinstate

1061 KENYON, S. S., 9835 113 St., Apt. 805, Edmonton, Alta, Canada.

Deaths

169 CHRISTENSEN, A. H., FCPS 1480 PARKER, A. W.
790 TALLISS, A. E.

Resignations
1874 BAKER, R. M. 1857 LYSTER, Mrs. W.
1256 EATOCK, A. J. 1685 MASON, D. S.
1456 GAMMON, J. E. 1770 STOKOE, B.

Honorary Life Member

6 FRASER, O., FCPS.

Change of Address

989 BOYD, Dr. N.. add Code NOR IVO.
1786 BENSON, G. W., add Code N6A 3L9.
1606 BLAIR, C. D., 5586 Lahser, Birmingham, Mich. 48010, USA
1977 BLANCHE, M. H., Malwyn, 15 Burnside, East Bolden NE36 OLS.
1714 BROWNLIE. J. B., add code OX14 2BA.
1462 CURTIS, W. R., P.O. Box 541, Station B, Montreal, P.Q., Canada

H3B 3K3.
1747 HAWKINS, Rev. R., St. Matthew's Vicarage, 27 Ridgeway Road, Redhill,

Surrey RHI 61'Q.
1803 FRASER, D. A., after Winnipeg, omit 9, add code 23M IC5.
200 IVRY, S. W.. after Montreal omit 266 and add HV4 2J3.
845 McCONNELL, L., 2 New Road, Bromham, Bedford MK43 8QQ.

1574 PERKINS, C. M., Swire Insurance Services, C.P.O. Box 703, Tokyo 100 91,
Japan.

1811 SALISBURY. R. G., omit P.O. Box 6, add Box 277.
1684 SANDERSON, Dr. D., 10 Leatholme Court. 7 St. Andrews Road,

Coventry CV5 6Q7
1884 SUMMERS, W. J., Hollybush, 15 Longhedge, Corsley, Nr. Warminster.

Wilts. BA12 7QZ.
574 WILLINGTON, K.. add code NR6 7HA.

1895 WIEDERMANN, Box 564, Cambridge (G), Ont., Can., NIR,5 WE.
1775 WEST, M. R., add code CV2I 4AN.
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Contact Member for Leicestershire

Mrs. J. MOUBRAY, Ridlington House, Uppingham, Rutland.

Removed for non-payment of subscription

1099 E. C. BANNO 1241 L. N. LITTLEFIELD
575 J. G. BARBOUR 1566 G. G. MORGAN
1834 B. J. BIRCH 1798 M. W. T. POOLE
1915 J. B. BOYLE 1793 P. E. PYLE
1615 C. BRISTOW 1772 J. E. SENECAL
1665 J. A. CRAIG 1820 H. J. STRASSBURGER
1531 D. N. EDWARDS 1859 G. E. SWITZER
1677 A. N. GOURLIE 1706 T. W. TURNER
1917 C. KANE 1755 E. C. WHARFIELD
1498 R. KLINE 1486 E. R. R. HICKS

Change of Interests

1632 CAPLAN, J., C, RO.
1462 CURTIS, W. R., D, F, MPO, PA, PC, PS, RPO, SC.
1800 NOBLE, G. J., Cov. P., PH, SC, RPO.
1574 PERKINS, C. M., CL, CS, CG.

Net Change: -14 New Total: 727

THE MEETING PLACE OF
ALL

SERIOUS B.N.A.
COLLECTORS

The British North America
Philatelic Society

for information write:

JACK LEVINE

2121 - G. North Hills Drive

Raleigh , North Carolina 27609

U.S.A.
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CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS
Reserved for members' small classified advertisements.

Special price 3p a word
Discount for series insertions, 12 insertions at price of 9; 6 at price

of 5; for C.P.S. of G.B. members only.

WANTED

CANADIAN Postal Stationery and
covers used by banks or private bankers
prior to 1925. Also early picture post
cards of bank buildings. Send with
price to W. O. Buchanan, 243 Russell
Hill Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M4V 2T3.

FINE mint used singles multiples 1897
Jubilees up to S1, 8 cent Registry and
good numeral cancellations . Send only
description and price, please-Peter
Sturdy , 42 Church Street , Goderich,
Ontario , Canada N7A 2V4.

MONTREAL duplex numeral cancel-
lations on stamp, piece or cover.
Particularly interested in acquiring
Nos. 5 and 12. Suggest offer with price
wanted.-Wayne R. Curtis, 4640 Clan-
ranald Ave., Apt. 3, Montreal 248 P.Q.,
Canada.

ALL New Brunswick items including
pre-stamp material, stamps, covers and
Canadian stamps and covers used in
New Brunswick since Confederation.
Please advise what you can offer and
price required.-M. Wedgwood, 6
Birkhills, Burton Leonard, Harrogate,
Yorkshire.

MY special interest is Arctic Yukon and
N.W.T. west from Coronation Gulf to
Barrow, south to Fort Yukon, Dawson,
and Great Bear Lake. Correspondence
invited.-Rob. G. Woodall, Forest Cot-
tage, Holtwood, Wimborne, Dorset,
England.

6 CENT L. Q. Covers from Canada to
the U.K. and dated January 1870.
Please send with price to H. E. Duck-
worth, 49 Oak Street, Winnipeg,
Canada. If covers are not for sale,
details of them would be much appre-
ciated.

ACCUMULATIONS of Canadian Air-
mail Flight Covers from 1918 to the
present, Canadian crash covers,
aerogrammes, Forces air letter
forms, postcards depicting military
and aviation events, Canadian
military cancellations from any war
period, including the United Nations
and MCCD/ICCS Vietnam assign-
ments, 1932 Canadian pictorial post-
cards and Canadian semi-official and
regular airmail stamps. Duplicates
in the above wanted categories are
available for trade or sale. Write:-
Major R. K. Malott, 16 Hardwick
Crescent, Ottawa K2H 6R1, Ontario,
Canada.
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